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Abstract 

High-performance computing is widely used within the scientific community 

to perform demanding computational work. Using the resources available at 

a high-performance center in an efficient manner is of great importance. One 

potential bottleneck for high-performance computing is file systems.  

In this study two different file systems, the Lustre file system and MATLAB 

Datastore, have been evaluated in terms of performance when performing 

computations on an abundance of small files. The performance test consisted 

of classification of large numbers of small (<2 megabytes) images in 

MATLAB using the high-performance computer system Kebnekaise at 

HPC2N in Umeå.  

Results indicate that MATLAB Datastore gives better performance than the 

Lustre file system for all images sets tested in the study. This makes it 

possible to recommend using MATLAB Datastore over the Lustre file system 

in situations where large number of smaller files are to be read and from the 

file system. 
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1. Introduction 

As more and more data is processed both in the private sector as well as the 

scientific sector efficient use of available resources becomes more important; 

especially today where climate change is an important aspect. Better 

understanding of which parameters influence the performance of systems is a vital 

part of this work.  

Recently graphical processing units, GPUs for short, have become a more common 

tool for other applications than those which are purely graphic. Modern science is 

one of the areas in which usage of GPUs for computations is common, especially in 

those fields in science which require much computing power. [1] 

One type of computation which utilizes GPUs is classification of images using 

neural networks, which is also the technique applied in the experiments carried out 

in the present study. Scientists often want to do these computations on millions or 

tens of millions of images which amounts to data in the range of terabytes 

something which requires plenty of computing power. 

Computations of this magnitude are often performed on so-called super 

computers. An example of such a super computer, which was also used in this 

project, is the Kebnekaise system which is located at the super computer center 

HPC2N in Umeå. This super computer provides 36 GPU-computing nodes in total 

[2] and efficient usage of these resources is important else both time and energy 

might be wasted. Increasing efficiency in this case means increasing performance 

and to increase performance one must consider all potential factors. One of these 

factors could be giving scientists better guidelines for how to perform their 

computations in the most efficient way possible. 

One thing guidelines could help with is determining which file system to use for 

different types of computations. Using the regular file system when handling 

millions of images might not be ideal. In the present study two different file 

systems, Lustre and MATLAB Datastore, were compared in terms of performance 

to get a better understanding of which file system is performing better when 

computing with many small files. The obtained results could potentially provide 

scientists with useful guidelines to efficiently use high-performance systems. The 

performance of the two file systems where investigated using the following 

research question. 
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How does the usage of the Lustre file system and MATLAB Datastore for data sets 

with an abundance of small files affect performance when computations are 

performed on GPU-computing nodes? 

Small files were defined as files smaller than 2 megabytes. The two file systems are 

described in more detail in Sections 2.1 and 2.3. 

2. Background 

2.1 File Systems at HPC2N 

There are two different file systems at HPC2N, one is used for the home directory 

of a user and the other one is used to store data which is to be used for actual 

computations [3]. The file system used for home directories-file system is called 

the Andrew File System and operates almost exactly like a normal UNIX file system 

with some minor differences with authentication and security [4]. 

The file system used for actual computations is called the parallel file system. This 

file system offers about 2 petabytes high performance parallel storage for 

calculations performed at the center. The file system run is based on the Lustre 

architecture [3].  

The Lustre architecture is an architecture for storage best suited for clusters. The 

central part of the Lustre architecture is the Lustre file system which is a file system 

compatible with the Linux operating system. The architecture is used for many 

different types of clusters but is most commonly used in high-performance 

computing clusters. An installation of the Lustre architecture consists of a 

management server as well as one or more Lustre file systems which are connected 

to each other. The management server holds all configuration information about 

the file systems attached to the architecture. Each file system has five different 

parts. [5] 

• The first part is metadata servers which provide metadata to Lustre clients. 

The metadata server also handles names and directories in the Lustre file 

system.  

• The second part is the metadata targets which store metadata, i.e. 

filenames, permissions, file layout, etc. Each file system has exactly one 

metadata target.  

• The third part is the object storage servers which provide file I/O service 

and network handling for one or more object storage target(s) (described 

below).  
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• The forth part is the object storage targets which store user file data as 

objects, each object is stored on a single object storage target in the file 

system.  

• The final part of the system is the Lustre clients which are the users 

accessing and using the stored data. [5] 

2.2 The Problem with Lustre and Small Files 

Each time a client requests a file from a Lustre file system the system will first 

retrieve metadata of the file from the metadata servers. Using the metadata, the 

client requests a file from a certain object storage server. This is a time-consuming 

process. In high-performance computing clients generally handle few but large 

files which makes this a non-problem since not that many files are read. However, 

in cases where an abundance of small files is read the process of first retrieving 

metadata from the metadata servers and then from that data requesting the file 

from the object storage server will be a performance issue [6].  

Another issue with small files on a Lustre file system is something called striping. 

Striping a file means that the file is divided into chunks that are read or written 

from sets of object storage targets in the file system. This is beneficial for larger 

files (>4 megabytes) since it enables higher I/O bandwidth and allows storage of 

files larger than the size of a single object storage server. However, for files of less 

than 4 megabytes file striping causes lower read and write performance [7].  

2.3 A Potential Solution 

A potential solution to the problems with the Lustre file system might simply be to 

use another file system to avoid reading large numbers of files from the Lustre file 

system. One way to achieve this is replacing the entire Lustre system with e.g. one 

of the file systems mentioned in Section 2.4. However, this solution would require 

large scale changes to the computing cluster so another approach has been 

considered in the present study.  

Using another system to store files used for computations while keeping the Lustre 

system would let the scientists themselves make the switch depending on what 

work they are performing. There are several available systems to store files which 

could be interesting to study. For this study, however, the following four systems 

were considered. 

LMDB, or Symas Lightning Memory-mapped Database (LMDB), is supposed to be 

a fast, memory-efficient database and thus might be suitable for computations of 

this kind. SQLite is another potential database solution. HDF5, which is a file 
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format for storing data which provides efficient I/O for high volumes of data might 

also be a possible candidate. HDF5 also provides HDF5Image, HD5IM, specifically 

which might be suitable for the application run in the present study. All these three 

represent good candidates, however, it was decided to perform this study on 

MATLAB Datastore. 

MATLAB Datastore is a system developed by MathWorks which works as a 

repository for data collections which are too large to place in the memory. The 

datastore makes it possible to read and process several files as a single file. 

MATLAB Datastore also allows incremental importation of data [8]. One type of 

datastore provided by MathWorks is Image Datastore. Image Datastore handles 

collections of image files in cases where individual images fit in memory but the 

entire collection does not. Image files are stored in the datastore as an array of 

character vectors where each character vector contains a path to a specific file [9]. 

Potentially MATLAB Datastore’s way of handling several files as one file could 

make it the better choice than Lustre in terms of performance. 

2.4 Image Category Classification Using Deep Learning 

The technique which was used in the experiments of this study is called Image 

Category Classification Using Deep Learning. The method which utilizes this 

technique is part of the standard MATLAB libraries. The method uses a pre-trained 

convolutional neural network to train an image category classifier. Convolutional 

neural networks, abbreviated CNN, are often used for machine-learning and has 

their roots in the deep learning field. Training CNNs requires huge collections of 

different types of images to teach the CNNs which attributes characterize different 

categories of images. MATLAB also provides pre-trained CNNs typically used to 

the save time required to train one [10]. For the present study, the pre-trained CNN 

alexnet was used [11]. 

An alexnet is a pre-trained convolutional neural network for classifying images 

[11]. The alexnet has been trained on over 1 million images from the image-net.org 

database and can classify images into about 1000 different categories [11].  

2.5 Related Work 

Chen and Liu [12] compared the three file systems GlusterFS, Lustre, and Hadoop. 

The different file systems were compared on a cloud storage system where these 

three file systems were combined into one cloud storage system. Their comparison 

was concerned with the time cost and efficiency. The results of their study indicate 

that Hadoop has the best performance when storage exceeds 200 megabytes, that 
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Lustre has the best performance between 200 megabytes and 4 megabytes, and 

that GlusterFS performs best when storage is less than 4 megabytes. The authors 

also concluded that Lustre will do better for file sizes ranging from 2 megabytes to 

4 gigabytes. Another observation was that performance for writes saw significant 

reduction when file size exceeded half the memory size [12].  

Zhao et al [13] evaluated the performance of the Lustre file system. The authors 

propose a relative performance model which aims to predict differences in 

performance for two different systems using the Lustre file system where each 

system runs with different performance factors. According to their results the 

performance model has better accuracy compared to previous prediction models. 

Han et al [6] analyzed and compared the three file systems Lustre, GPFS, and 

OrangeFS which all are widely used in HPC environments. Based on the results of 

the comparison the authors decided to go further with Lustre and evaluate it in the 

direct I/O mode using different configurations. The authors conclude that they can 

enhance performance to 114% by changing the number of Portal RPC threads in 

the Object Storage Server. 

Huang et al [14] compared performance as well as other aspect between GlusterFS 

and Lustre for potential usage in cloud storage services. The authors compared and 

analyzed the file systems for different types of applications which access files in 

high-performance computing. According to their experimental results the Lustre 

file system provides better performance than GlusterFS. The author’s note, 

however, that GlusterFS is good at handling simple audio, video, and text files 

while Lustre has best performance while processing large files [14]. 

3. Experimental Procedure 
A method to evaluate the research question requires an application which is 

typically used to perform computations on large quantities of files. It would be 

necessary to utilize the application on different sets of files each with a different 

number of files to ensure that the results are not due to a random peak for either 

file system. The number of files needed to get reliable results depends on the used 

application. Running tests on incredibly large numbers of files would make the 

tests take unnecessarily long time, to save time the number of files should be large 

enough to produce good results but not larger than that. The most straight forward 

method of measuring performance for this study would be to take the time it takes 

for the chosen application to perform its calculations on the different image sets. 

Computing time is the most important performance factor since efficient use of 

time is what is important for this study. To account for randomness in 

measurements each measurement should be run a certain number of times. To 
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evaluate the results from the experiments one would have to perform statistical 

analysis to statistically compare the averages of the two file systems. This 

methodology should produce results which can answer the presented research 

question. 

The methodology described above has been applied in the experimental procedure 

described in this Section. In Section 3.2 the hardware setup on HPC2N is 

described, in section 3.3 the images used are described, in Section 3.4 the test 

scripts and functions are described, and in Section 3.5 the data processing and 

statistics are described. 

3.1 Image Classification 

Image classification using neural networks was decided to be a suitable application 

for measuring time consumed performing computations. The reason behind this is 

that this application is typically used to perform computations on large numbers 

of files and thus requires high file system I/O performance. However, the chosen 

method should not influence the results of the experiments and any other 

application which utilizes abundant small files could have been used to measure 

the time. 

3.2 Hardware Setup 

All measurements were performed on the Kebnekaise supercomputer at HPC2N 

which is a high-performance system delivered by Lenovo [2]. The GPU nodes 

available at the Kebnekaise system were used for computations in this study. 

Kebnekaise features 32 smaller GPU nodes, each equipped with two NVidia K80 

GPUs as well as an Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 as well as four more powerful GPU nodes 

each with four K80s and an Intel Xeon E5-2690v4. Each K80 GPU consists of two 

GK210 chips. Both types of nodes have 128 GB memory per node available. For this 

study, the GPU nodes featuring double K80 cards were used. These nodes provide 

129 TFlops/s of precision [2].  

To perform computations using MATLAB one must send jobs as MATLAB 

functions to the Kebnekaise queue system. The jobs required for the experiments 

of this study were performed serially with the setup for GPU use on Kebnekaise 

described on [15]. The system was set to use 2 GPUs per computing node.  
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3.3 Images used 

A large set of images was downloaded from image-net.org. The package of images 

which was selected is called ImageNet10K1 and contains about 750 gigabytes of 

compressed images. 8759 images were extracted from this large compressed file. 

These images were placed in the parallel file system at HPC2N in five different 

directories. Each directory was set up to contain a certain number of images. The 

number of images in each directory was: 503, 1163, 2538, 4775, and 8759. This 

allowed the measurements to be run on five sets of images where each set has a 

different size. For this study it was decided that using up to ~8500 images would 

be sufficient. Using millions of images would make measurements take more time 

than necessary.  

The images varied in size from the smallest one being 8 kilobytes to the largest one 

which was 1.9 megabytes. Prior to testing, images which were too small, i.e. images 

whose width or height was below the requirements of the alexnet, were removed. 

The images from the package represented different objects such as birds, pianos, 

etc. However, the representation of the images should not influence the results of 

this study since it is not concerned with the actual results of the classifications but 

the time the classifications take. 

3.4 Measurements Using Scripts 

After the images had been extracted and placed in directories the measurements 

could be performed. The performance was measured using two (one for each file 

system) simple functions written in MATLAB which classify each image file in a 

directory using an alexnet. 

The function adjusted for the Lustre file system can be found in Appendix 1. This 

function takes an alexnet as well as a path to a directory as parameters thus 

requiring that the alexnet and the directory is set up before use.  

The code size = net.Layers(1).InputSize; retrieves the size required for the 

alexnet. This information is used inside the loop to resize each image so that the 

alexnet can classify it.  

When everything is set up the function will loop through every image in the 

directory. Each image found is resized to work with the alexnet neural network. 

Images which are too small to fulfill the requirements of the alexnet are ignored, 

                                                        
1 ImageNet10K from Deng et al. ECCV2010. http://www.image-
net.org/archive/stanford/imagenet10k_eccv2010.tar 
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however these images should, as noted in Section 3.3 already be removed. Resized 

images are then classified. The time measurement starts after setting up the 

necessary variables right before entering the loop and ends right after the last 

iteration. The measured time is the returned value which will interpreted as 

performance for this study.  

The function used for measuring performance of the MATLAB Datastore differs 

slightly, see Appendix 2. The major difference is that an Image Datastore is set up 

before entering the loop. The loop is also slightly different to work with the 

Datastore. 

For each image set size and file system the image classification was performed 20 

times which means that in total 100 measurements were conducted. This ensured 

that smaller differences between measurements due to randomness were 

eliminated. The 20 measurements were performed in two batches for each image 

set and file system, i.e. first 10 measurements were performed for each image set 

and file system and then another 10. This was done because it was unclear how 

much time each measurement would take so the first 10 measurements gave a 

better understanding of the required time for the rest of the measurements.  

The measurements were carried out using the test script found in Appendix 3. Both 

an alexnet and a directory with images must be set up before running the script. 

The script performs 10 measurements for each file system and saves the results in 

datastoreResults.txt and lustreResults.txt respectively.  

3.5 Data Processing and Statistics 

The collected data was used to calculate the average time it takes to classify image 

sets with different set sizes and file systems.  

The averages of the two file systems were statistically compared using a student’s 

T-tests where equal variance was assumed. The hypothesized mean difference was 

set to 0 and the alpha value was set to 0.05 giving a confidence interval of 95%. 

Since the sample size was 20 it was assumed that T-tests could be run even though 

the samples might not be normally distributed.  

4. Results 

Average times without outliers as well as the average time with the outliers for each 

image dataset and file system is presented in Table 1. Outliers were defined to be 

those values which are more than double the median time (or less than half). The 

average time it takes to analyze the images increases as the number of images 
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increases for both file systems. The average time required by MATLAB Datastore 

appears to be about 60-70% of the time required by the Lustre file system for 

averages calculated without outliers. 

Table 1. Averages with and without outliers removed for 20 measurements with each different file 

systems and image dataset size. 

Image 
dataset  

size 

Lustre 
average  
time (s) 

Lustre 
average 

time(s) with 
outliers  

MATLAB 
Datastore 

average time 
(s) 

MATLAB 
Datastore 

average 
time(s) with 

outliers 
503 21.82 21.82 15.56 15.56 

1163 39.20 44.78 28.02 42.86 

2538 86.33 86.33 51.56 68.55 

4775 148.91 148.91 92.59 130.82 

8759 291.03 339.04 176.41 292.30 

Results for each type of file system with the different image sets can be seen in 

Figures 1 for 503 images, Figure 2 for 1163 images, Figure 3 for 2538 images, Figure 

4 for 4775, and Figure 5 for 8759 images. Results for the image sets with 1163 or 

more images feature outliers in elapsed time for both the Lustre file system and the 

MATLAB Datastore. For 1163 images both the Datastore and the Lustre file system 

has one outlier each. For 2538 images the Datastore file system has 3 outliers. For 

4775 the Datastore file system has 3 outliers. For 8759 images the Datastore file 

system has 3 outliers and the Lustre file system has 2. All outliers are 2-10 times 

larger than the average value.  

 

 
Figure 1. Results for measurements with an image set of 503 images. 
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Figure 2. Results for measurements with an image set of 1163 images. 

 

 
Figure 3. Results for measurements with an image set of 2538 images. 

 

 
Figure 4. Results for measurements with an image set of 4775 images. 
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Figure 5. Results for measurements with image set of 8759 images. 

Results from the Student’s T-tests for all image set sizes are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. P-values from student’s T-tests comparing data from the Lustre file system and the 

MATLAB Datastore. P-values both from tests run with and without outliers removed. 

Image dataset  

size 

P-value without 

outliers 

P-value with  

outliers 

503 5.751E-19 5.75E-19 

1163 1.42E-11 0.90 

2538 1.52E-26 0.09 

4775 7.74E-20 0.46 

8759 2.82E-27 0.56 

From the p-values in Table 2 the null hypothesis can be rejected (P-value < 0.05) 

for data on the image set with 503 images, both before and after outliers have been 

removed. This means that there is a statistically significant difference between the 

time it took to classify the images using the Lustre file system and the time it took 

using the MATLAB Datastore. For the rest of the image sets the null hypothesis 

cannot be rejected for data where outliers have not been removed. This means that 

with a confidence interval of 95% there is no significant difference between the two 

data sets. For data where outliers have been removed, however, the null hypothesis 

could be rejected for all image set sizes meaning there is a statistically significant 

difference in time required to classify images in all sets for the two different file 

systems. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 

According to the results of this study using MATLAB Datastore will be more 

efficient in terms of time consumed to perform image classification using a 

convolutional neural network on an abundance of small files. This difference can 

be statistically determined using a student’s T-test for all image set sizes when 

outliers are removed. This is a reasonable result since, as established by Han et al 

[6] and NASA [7], the Lustre file system is not optimized for an abundance of small 

files and thus the MATLAB Datastore which treats a set of files as a single large file 

should perform better. Both NASA [7], Chen, and Liu [12] suggest that files smaller 

than 2 megabytes are suboptimal for the Lustre file system and all files used in the 

experiments run for the present study were 1.9 megabytes or smaller and should 

thus be of suboptimal size. 

Supported by these results the recommendation can be made to use MATLAB 

Datastore over the Lustre file system for handling an abundance of small image 

files for image classifications of this type. The recommendation would be to use 

MATLAB Datastore even for smaller quantities of images since the difference is 

statistically proven even at 503 images. For larger image sets or for experiments 

where classifications are repeatedly run the time saved will be great since elapsed 

time seems to be 30-40% lower for MATLAB Datastore. Note that the 

recommendations presented here should be applied with some caution for the 

Kebnekaise system specifically. If the outliers which were observed here are as 

frequent as they were during this study the variance might influence the time each 

file system will require to perform computations. The recommendation would still 

be to use MATLAB Datastore for computations on big sets of small files on the 

Kebnekaise system. 

These results hold for the methods used to classify images using convolutional 

neural networks in MATLAB with two different files systems. The results should 

also be able to be interpreted in a more general sense. I.e. the difference in 

performance between the two files systems observed in this study should indicate 

that there is probably be a difference in favor of MATLAB Datastore when 

performing computations using methods other than image classification which 

also utilizes many small files. It is of course possible that the methods used in the 

functions somehow influence the results of this study, however, the functions 

should be similar enough that the observed difference in time should mostly be 

caused by the differences in the file systems. One possible factor which these 

methods could influence, though, is the frequency of outliers but this is something 

which would have to be studied more in-depth to fully understand. Since these 

results can be interpreted in general for small files the recommendation is to use 
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MATLAB Datastore for any type of work which features reading an abundance of 

small files from the file system. 

It is important to note that these results and recommendations presume that the 

statistical analysis and average values can be calculated with the observed outliers 

removed. Since all tests were run in sequence on the same images randomness 

should not account for outliers which are 2-10 times larger than the rest of the data 

points. One possible cause for the great variance in the data is the workload on the 

Kebnekaise system which lowers performance at specific times of the day. It is 

confirmed by Niklas Edmundsson2, which is working as a system engineer at 

HPC2N, via mail contact that run times may vary due to workload on the 

Kebnekaise file I/O system. Edmundsson also states that the impact is typically 

more apparent on workloads which computes with plenty of small files compared 

to those which only use few but big files thus strengthening the suspicion that 

workload might be causing this. This should not be surprising since it has been 

established that Lustre file systems work sub-optimally when handling many small 

files. Because of this it has been presumed that the outliers can be safely removed 

and that the conclusions drawn from the results with them removed should hold.  

5.1 Future Work 

In this study, the regular Lustre file system was compared to the Datastore 

functionality provided by MATLAB. The other three substitution candidates which 

were mentioned in Section 2.3, LMDB, SQLite, and HDF5, have not been tested. It 

is possible that one or more of these systems would perform just as good or even 

better than the MATLAB Datastore when computing with abundant small files. 

Because of this it would be interesting to expand this study to cover these systems 

as well and compare them to both Lustre and MATLAB Datastore. This would lead 

to even better recommendations for scientists using the HPC2N systems. 

Another aspect which might be interesting to study is at what point the number of 

small files becomes enough of a performance problem to warrant a switch to 

another file system. Perhaps using the Lustre file system is preferred since enables 

easier implementations. Knowing the breakpoint would let scientists make the 

decision to switch to another file system in situations where they will be using 

enough files to exceed that breakpoint.  

The current study could also be expanded to investigate whether file size influences 

these results. Chen and Liu [12] suggest that the Lustre file system performs best 

                                                        
2 Niklas Edmundsson, system engineer at HPC2N.  
Email: niklas.edmundsson@hpc2n.umu.se 
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for file sizes of 2 megabytes to 4 gigabytes and NASA [7] notes that performance 

issues could occur for files with a file size of less than 4 megabytes. In the present 

study, files were 1.9 megabytes or smaller and hence below both these thresholds. 

Perhaps measuring with files in the size span noted by Chen and Liu [12] would 

give an edge to the Lustre file system.  

Studies could also be made on giving a more detailed explanation on why outliers 

are present and what causes them. This relates to the variance and perhaps another 

study could concern which file system has the greater variance which in some cases 

could be an important factor when deciding which system is the preferred one. 

There is a slight indication that variance increases with the number of image files 

although the sample size is too small to make a definitive statement on this it might 

be something worth studying in a further study on the variance. 

5.2 Scientific, Societal, and Ethical Aspects 

Efficient use of available computational power makes it possible to perform 

experiments using larger data sets and makes time less of a consideration for 

scientists using super-computers. Image classification using neural networks as 

well as other applications performing computational work on abundant small files 

is present in several different scientific fields. These results might help those 

scientists deliver better results through better efficiency. Science as a part of society 

and the results from different types of scientific research influence society. 

Therefore, it is adequate to say that improved measuring instruments for science 

touches upon the societal aspect as well. 

Another aspect which is considered societal is the fact that using these huge 

amounts of computing power requires energy. Energy consumption is something 

which is considered important in present times. Finding better ways to use the 

available computing power will reduce the amount of energy required to perform 

the same computations, thus lowering the energy consumption.   
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Appendix 1 

function [time] = classifyImagesUsingPFS(net, path) 
 

    %Get alexnet image size preference. 
    size = net.Layers(1).InputSize; 

 

    %Go to the correct directory. 
    cd path 

    

    %Start measuring the time. 
    tic 

 

    %Loop through each file in the directory. 
    files = dir('*.jpg'); 
 
    for file = files' 
        imFile = imread(file.name); 
        try 
 

            %Scale the image to suit the alexnet then  
            %classify it. 
            imFile = imFile(1:size(1),1:size(2),1:size(3)); 

            label = classify(net, imFile); 
        catch 
       %Image file is smaller than the required size. 
            %Ignore the image file. 
        end 
    end 
 

    %Return the time it takes to classify all images. 
    time=toc; 

 
end  
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Appendix 2 
function [time] = classifyImagesUsingDatastore(net, path) 
 
    %Get alexnet image size preference. 
    size = net.Layers(1).InputSize; 

 

   %Setup the image datastore. 
    imds = imageDatastore(fullfile(path),...     
            'IncludeSubfolders', false,'FileExtensions',  
              '.jpg','LabelSource', 'foldernames') 
 

    %Start measuring the time. 
    tic 

 

   %Loop through each file in the datastore. 
    while hasdata(imds) 
        imFile = read(imds); 

 
        try 
            %Scale the image to suit the alexnet then  
            %classify it. 
            imFile = imFile(1:size(1),1:size(2),1:size(3)); 
            label = classify(net, imFile); 
        catch 
            %Image file is smaller than the required size. 
            %Ignore the image file. 
        end 
    end 
 

    %Return the time it takes to classify all images. 
    time=toc; 

 
end  
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Appendix 3 
fileID = fopen('datastoreResults.txt','w'); 
 

for i=1:10 
 

%Adds a job to the queue waits for the job to finish and 

puts the result in the datastoreResults.txt file then 

deletes the job. 

    j = c.batch(@datastoreTimeFunction, 1, {net, path}); 
    j.wait; 
    nbytes = fprintf(fileID,'%f\n',j.fetchOutputs{:}); 
    j.delete; 
 
end 

   
fclose(fileID); 

 
fileID = fopen('lustreResults.txt','w'); 
 

for i=1:10 
     

%Adds a job to the queue waits for the job to finish and 

puts the result in the datastoreResults.txt file then 

deletes the job. 

    j = c.batch(@lustreTimeFunction, 1, {net, path}); 
    j.wait; 
    nbytes = fprintf(fileID,'%f\n',j.fetchOutputs{:}); 
    j.delete; 
 
end 

 
fclose(fileID);  


